














































A Study of Seat Selection in Teaching Method of 
Childcare Content “Human Relationships”
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?t?59? = 8.47, p ? .05??????????t?58?= 
5.10, p ? .05???????????????t?58?= 
4.83, p ? .05????????????t?59?= 4.83, 











??? ???? ??? ???? t
?????????? 1.75 .566 2.77 .803 8.47?
?????? 2.85 1.022 2.63 .948 1.09
??????? 2.12 .903 3.08 .780 5.10?
???????????? 2.55 .825 3.15 .605 4.83?
????????? 2.50 .695 2.58 .690 .67
???????? 2.58 .759 2.57 .615 .13
????????? 2.17 .799 3.37 .604 8.55?
?????? 2.18 .741 3.20 .653 8.01?



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































V.  P.  ??????? J.  C.  ???????????
??2006? ????????????????
?????????????????????
?????2018????????????????
???????????????????38?
?1??pp. 75?84
???????????2017??????????
?????????????????????
???????????Vol. 12?pp. 95?105
